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NZ War Memorial Park and Buckle Street Underpass

Part of our site preparation has been to carry out an 
archaeological investigation of the area to identify, 
locate and potentially recover anything of historical 
signifi cance. Given the history of the Mt Cook area, 
and Buckle Street in particular, we knew before we 
started work that there could be some interesting 
fi nds underground. We have not been disappointed.

Our construction team, with support and leadership 
from specialist archaeologists, have uncovered a 
number of items. Of note, given the area’s military 
history, are the remnants of a gun pit and some 
pieces of the gun’s hydraulic mechanism. This is the 
round brick structure you can see on the site.

A number of brick walls, including the original wall 
foundations of the Drill Hall built in the 1880s has 
also been found (these have also been excavated 

for you to view) as have several postholes made 
of timber, which may relate to the 1840s Mt Cook 
military encampment.

As expected a number of military artefacts have 
been recovered, including bullet cases, a regimental 
button and an ammunition box. Everything we fi nd 
is being well photographed and documented for 
future reference before it is removed. 

Nothing that has been found as part of the 
archaeological investigations has been a surprise 
to us as there is a lot of written material about the 
history of Mt Cook and Buckle Street. We know the 
project site itself has been built and redeveloped 
a number of times and this is illustrated clearly by 
a number of diff erent demolition layers that have 
been identifi ed. 

Archaeology investigation – What lies beneath…

Before any project begins, big or small, it is important to understand the ground that is being built on and 
prepare the site for construction. The same is true for the Memorial Park and Buckle Street Underpass project.

A number of Armstrong guns were brought to New Zealand in the 1880s 
during a period known as the “Russian Scare”. They were used to fortify 
New Zealand’s coast against a Russian invasion and, at the time, were the 
latest in military technology.

The remnants of the gun pit at the Memorial Park project site relates to 
a gun that was brought to the Mt Cook Barracks for training purposes. 
Weighing 13 tons, the Armstrong gun fi red a 180 pound (81kg) shell and had 
a range of 4 miles (about 6.5km). That’s the equivalent of catapulting the 
average male from Buckle Street almost as far as Matiu Somes Island.

Some may wonder if the remnants of the gun pit at the Memorial Park 
project site relate to an Armstrong gun, but in fact it belongs to a much 
smaller gun that was brought to the Mt Cook Barracks for training purposes. 

The Armstrong gun is reputed to have been buried near the Carillon site 
because it was so heavy, but not in the area of the Underpass. The images 
to the left show where the gun was previously sited on Buckle Street.

A brief look at Mt Cook’s Maori and Military history
Buckle Street is located on the slopes of Puke Ahu (Mount Cook), which is part of the 
Te Aro fl ats that extended from the foreshore around Te Aro Pa. Puke Ahu or Mount 
Cook area of Buckle Street has a long association with the Te Atiawa/Taranaki Whanui 
tangata whenua with traditional garden sites covering much of the hill slopes. 

Puke Ahu was an important garden site supporting the ancient Pa, Te Akatarawa, which 
was located around the area now occupied by Wellington College. In the early 19th 
century Te Aro Pa was located on the harbour foreshore at the end of Taranaki Street, 
however, its infl uence extended into this area including the Aro Valley and out to the 
south coast at Paekawakawa (Island Bay).

1840s

From a military perspective, Mt Cook was 
considered strategically signifi cant because of 
its dominating position and commanding views. 
While an 1840 plan of Wellington identifi ed Mt 
Cook as a Reserve for government purposes it 
took a further three years before the fi rst imperial 
troops were stationed there, camping at the base 
of what is now Buckle Street from 1843.

British forces were quartered on Mt 
Cook, and a decade later, the Mount 
became the centre of New Zealand’s 
permanent militia, with the Armed 
Constabulary (AC) based here. This 
is the site that many of the AC forces 
were trained at before being sent to 
frontier districts.

1850s 1870s-1880s 1900s

 The original track that was Buckle Street was subsequently developed as a military 
thoroughfare. Iron gates were installed at both ends (Taranaki Street and Tory Street), and 
armed guards were on 24-hour duty. The public weren’t allowed entry until 1870.

 The depot expanded for the NZ Constabulary (as the AC had now become) and in the 
1880s a permanent artillery branch was formalised to train not only volunteer fi eld gunners 
but also coastal defence gunners. This resulted in a drill hall, artillery depot and instruction 
school being added to the area where men could be seen drilling on recently acquired coast 
defence guns mounted for the purpose in the yard north of Buckle St.

In 1907 construction of a new brick 
Wellington Garrison Hall started on the 
corner of Taranaki and Buckle Street. 
The Garrison Hall incorporated the 
old Drill hall with a brick façade for 
its street frontage. It also included a 
basement with fi ring ranges reportedly 
containing three 25-yard fi ring ranges.
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